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TV STANDS CATALOG
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THE FEATURE PRESENTATION

Life at home tends to revolve around the TV, which means your TV stand has the potential to 
become one of the most important pieces of furniture you own. While what’s on your television 

may have your attention, what holds your television is just as worthy. With a variety of styles, 
sizes and materials to choose from, our selection includes an option for every binge-watcher, 

movie-marathoner and gamer. 
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BELLE BLUE 70" TV STAND
$550

A charming destination for media storage, our Belle TV stand 
welcomes any and all entertainment equipment. It features drawers 
for small accessories, plus deep shelving behind doors adorned with 

decorative patterns.

250744 Belle Blue 70 Inch TV Stand $550
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Simple & 
Comfortable!

“This piece and smaller unit was purchased to 
complement my Garland Cuddler recliners. Color is 

beautiful. Love the glass and thickness of walls.” 
by HD67
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SANTA CLARA 50" TV STAND
$195

Watching your favorite shows and movies just keeps getting better with our 
Santa Clara TV stand. A sturdy, charming foundation for your screen and media 

essentials, this design features open and closed storage, plus cord cutouts to keep 
all of your wires under control

244757 Santa Clara 50 Inch TV Stand $195
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 A fresh, stylish media storage option for your living room, our Century Sky TV 
stand makes entertainment the focal point. Distinguished by its modern two-

tone design, this piece features veneer doors with a chevron pattern.

Perfect Size and Style

“I needed something not to 
big and bulky and sturdy. 

This answered everything. 
It’s good quality, sturdy and 

I like the style.” 
by ShwengG

CENTURY SKY 60" TV STAND
$250

245780  CenturySky 60 Inch Tv Stand $250
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DIXON WHITE 84" TV STAND
$595

Thanks to a charming two-tone finish, our Dixon TV stand brings a 
touch of cottage character to your living room. Crafted with wood 

and veneers, the design allows you to enjoy a fresh twist on traditional 
farmhouse taste. Its distressed base features cord cutouts and 

shelving for media essentials, while the planked top adds rich texture 
and surface space for your TV screen.

244783  Dixon White 84 Inch TV Stand $595

Such A Nice Addition!

“This TV stand is perfect. Looks fantastic in my 
contemporary home. Super nice top finish. So glad 

we got this one." by Steve

MORE SIZES! MORE COLORS! 

$350
244781 Dixon White 58" TV Stand

$495
244782 Dixon White 65" TV Stand

$595
251750 Dixon White 65" Highboy TV Stand

Black WhiteCOLORS:
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MARVIN 3 PIECE ENTERTAINMENT CENTER
$1,495

You can proudly showcase and store your media essentials with our 
industrial-style Marvin entertainment center, which features solid 

reclaimed pine and powder-coated, hand-brushed steel for a look that 
combines the natural beauty of wood with the sleek appeal of metal.

243846 Marvin Rustic Natural 3 Piece Entertainment Center $1,495

MAKE IT YOURS
The 3-piece entertainment center can 

be separated into a 60” TV stand and 2 
bookcase piers, so you can put together the 

perfect unit.

$450
243848 Marvin 

Rustic Natural Bookcase Pier

$595
243847 Marvin 

Rustic Natural 60" TV Stand

STORAGE
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246594 Pierce Natural 3 Piece Wall w/ 72" TV Stand & Entertainment Piers $1,380

PIERCE NATURAL 3 PIECE 
ENTERTAINMENT CENTER

$1,380

Crafted with solid hardwood and oak veneer in 
a light wood finish, this modular design boasts 
drawers, shelves and cord cutouts that keep 
everything organized. Customize yours with 

different components.

CHOOSE YOUR TV STAND
Select the size that fits your space.

CHOOSE YOUR COMPONENT
Select extra pieces for additional storage.

$480
246595 Pierce 

Natural 72" TV Stand

$550
246593 Pierce 

Natural 64" TV Stand

$350
246601 Pierce 
Drop Front Chest

$420
246602 Pierce 
Open Wine Chest

$580
246603 Pierce 

Natural Bookcase Pier

$450
246604 Pierce 

Natural Entertainment Pier

1

2

1 2 =+ COMPLETE YOUR UNIT

STORAGE
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JAXON 3 PIECE ENTERTAINMENT CENTER 
WITH 68" TV STAND

$1,595

Thanks to 100% solid pine construction, our Jaxon TV console is truly 
designed by nature. The wood's character plays a central role in its 

authenticity and rustic charm, from the rugged texture, to the knots, 
nicks, splits and imperfections that ensure it's one-of-a-kind. Decked in a 
grey finish and distinguished by metal bolt detail, this unit also features 

hammered pewter pulls.

249589 Marvin Jaxon Grey 3 Piece Entertainment Center w/68z" TV Stand $1,595

MAKE IT YOURS
The 3-piece entertainment center can be 

separated into a 68” TV stand and 2 piers, so 
you can put together the perfect unit.

$500
249581 Jaxon 
Grey Pier Unit

$595
249579 Jaxon  

Grey 68" Inch TV Stand

STORAGE
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SIZE MATTERS
When it comes to picking your perfect TV stand, size is a crucial 
consideration. Fortunately, we offer a wide range of options to 

choose from. 

87768 Kai 63 Inch TV Stand $595

choose the right tv stand

Choose TV stands from 46" wide Choose TV stands from 54" wide

Choose TV stands from 63" wide Choose TV stands from 80" wide
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SEE MORE TV STAND OPTIONS ONLINE
Visit livingspaces.com to check out our entire selection. 

Stay connected @livingspaces

    


